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Chunghwa Telecom Smart Connection Platform - CHT IoT Platform
and Ameba Two-Way Communication Application Case
Chunghwa Telecom Smart Connection Platform (referred to as CHT IoT Smart
Platform) has the connectivity enabling function. Therefore, it can remote control the
sensor device and report the sensing data collected to the platform. The following
demonstrates a case for remote control and temperature data collection. Two sensors
(LED and thermometer) are connected via the Ameba device.

[Material preparation]
Ameba x 1
LED x 1
Grove Temperature Sensor V1.2 x 1
CHT IoT Platform: https://iot.cht.com.tw/iot
Download the example program: chtiot_client Link to the example program.

[Preparation for CHT IoT Platform]


Account application: To become a member of Chunghwa Telecom IoT smart
platform, you may only add a project, device or sensor and access relevant data
in your account via CHT member center account.



Project creation and equipment deployment:

Every user can create multiple IoT projects. Each project can control numerous
pieces of equipment and sensors. Refer to the following diagram.

After creating the Ameba Test project, click

to enter the project edit

function. Obtain the ApiKey data (18 characters mixed with English letters and
numbers) in the privilege data under project management. The ApiKey data can be
used for verification of Ameba equipment and platform. Refer to the following
diagram.

In the Ameba project, click the project link to enter Show Project and add 2 sensors.
(1)

LED: Set ID to LED1 and select “switch” for the type.

(2)

Thermometer: Set ID to TMP1 and select “gauge” for the type.

After adding 2 sensors, the project content shows all sensors under management
and the latest status of these sensors or the latest data collected by these sensors. In
addition, The equipment number consists of 9 digits (combination of numbers) and it
is used for the Ameba equipment publish and subscribe MQTT Topic. Refer to the
following diagram.

[Installation of the Ameba equipment and sensor]
Connect the LED and thermometer with the Ameba board. Refer to the following for
the connected pins.
(1)

LED: VCC is connected to D13 and GND is connected to Ameba GND.

(2)

Thermometer: VCC is connected to 3.3V, GND is connected to Ameba
GND, and SIG is connected to A0.

[Instructions of the Arduino example program]
In this example, we use WiFi of Ameba to connect to Ap. We can conduct two-way
communication with the CHT IoT smart platporm. We can control the LED from the
IoT smart platform and regularly report the collected temperature data to the platform.
(1) WiFi and Timer information:


WiFi Setting: Enter the SSID and PASSWORD of the AP you used to the ssid
and pass parameters.



Timer setting: Set heartbeat timer to 5 seconds (5000 ms) and raw timer to 30
seconds (30000 ms).

(2) CHT IoT smart platform information:


MQTT Server: iot.cht.com.tw Port:1883



clientId: You can enter any string. Here we use "amebaClient" as an example.



userpass: You need to enter the ApiKey generated when creating the project. The
ApiKey consists of 18 characters mixed with English letters and numbers.

(3) MQTT Publish and Subscribe contents: Refer to the introduction on the MQTT
protocol of the CHT IoT smart platform https://iot.cht.com.tw/iot/developer/mqtt


HeartBeat: “publish” in publishHBPayload message is sent to “Topic” of
publishHBTopic every 5 seconds. Therefore, the platform can check if the
equipment is in normal operation and ensure that the MQTT connection won’t be
timed out (15 seconds by default).



Release the sensing data: The temperature data collected every 30 seconds is sent
to “Topic” of publishHBTopic via “publish” in publishRawPayload message.



The platform can collect the latest temperature data.
yourDeviceId: Please enter the equipment number of your project (9 digits,
combination of numbers).

(4) callback function:


Subscription for the notice on the change of sensor data (CSV): Process the
subscription for the notice on the change of LED sensing data sent by the IoT
smart platform. You can decide whether to turn on the LED according to the
value of the last field in the CSV content of change notice. In this way, the IoT
smart platform can control the LED remotely.

(ex1) Turn on the LED:2017-03-03T10:36:12.892Z,861413392,LED1,1
(ex2) Turn off the LED:2017-03-03T02:46:38.928Z,861413392,LED1,0

(5) getTemp function:


You can obtain the temperature value through the formula for the change on
temperature and resistance of the analog thermometer. Refer to the Grove Temperature Sensor website http://wiki.seeed.cc/Grove-Temperature_Sensor_V1.2/
for details.

(6) setup function:


Initialization serial port: Set the speed of the serial port to 38.4kbps for output of
the debug message.



WiFi connection: Connect to the AP. If the connection fails, it will start again
after 10 seconds.



MQTT setting: Finish setting the MQTT Server IP/Port/Callback function.



LED setting: Set D13 pin to output to control the LED.

(7) loop function:


reconnect(): Check the client connection. If disconnected, reconnect to the
MQTT.



client.loop(): Check if the data subscribed by the MQTT is received.



hbTask(): A Heartbeat message is sent to the IoT smart platform every 5 seconds.



rawTask(): Send a message on the temperature collected to the IoT smart
platform every 30 seconds.

[Remote control on the LED]


LED control:
Switch the “Switch“ of LED1 to

see if the LED of Ameba board is

illuminated. On the contrary, switch the “Switch” of LED1 to
the LED of Ameba board goes out.

see if

[Result on collection of temperature data]


Show the historical data of sensor: In TMP1, click

to specify the time

interval (UTC time adopted) to acquire the history of sensing data. The user can
also draw the data on the trend chart. Refer to the following diagram.

